HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL DECEMBER 20TH 2018
Rising star Romall H. Smith II publishes a collection of fantastical science fiction stories.
Now Available for Review
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio - November 11th, 2018: Romall H. Smith II’s science fiction collection titled
The Ninth Level will be available to purchase on smashwords.com and other online retailers for
$2.99
THE NINTH LEVEL is a collection of science fiction and science fantasy stories from the mind of
Romall H. Smith II. The stories take readers on an adventure from the to a galaxy far and away.
“Out on the rim” follows the Korriana and her crew as they prepare to mine an asteroid in the
kuiper belt. They are met with more than just ice and rocks. Join Aiyana as she lays it all on the
line for crew and country. In the story “Seventy-Two” Mika dreamt of living a past life. Touching
the edge of reality, she quickly learns not all dreams are realized for a reason. Accelerate to
“Full Throttle” with Oriana as she blows down busy streets in her green racer. The “Ninth Level”
is one of power and mystery. In a galaxy, far and away from our own only a few wizards ever
achieve that level of skill. Grynx believes he is that one in a generation. If only he could stop
messing up spells.
Romall H. Smith II is an American science fiction and science fantasy novelist. Currently
attending full sail university, he is earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Creative Writing for
Entertainment. Over the last 20 years he has written hundreds of adventures for local
roleplaying groups. Using his creative talents, he contributed to the gritty far Future Science
Fiction tabletop RPG Fragged Empire. He is now on a quest to write the next great Sci-Fi epic or
at least one that can earn him a ticket on the first commercial space shuttle.
Smashwords.com is the world’s largest publisher of independent e-books. They provide a
platform for authors to publish and distribute e-books to the industry’s major retailers, as well
as provide e-books in a wide variety of digital formats.
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